
Appendix IV
My notes on the principles

These notes are not wholly my own work; they are adapted from a Designed Visions hand-out combined with my 
own thoughts and other bits and pieces I have read

David Holmgren's New Design Principles

  1. Observe and Interact 
  'Beauty is in the eye of the beholder'

Icon: a tree with a peep hole, a person with their head in the clouds?

We need to observe to recognise patterns and appreciate details that may be small, slow, subtle, cyclical or 
episodic. Observation and listening to the land and the client are essential skills in permaculture but 
interaction is also vital “unless we get out there and open our eyes and use our hands and our hearts, all the 
ideas in the world will not save us” (Holmgren) 

Related principles: The Problem is the Solution / Turn Liabilities into Assets; Just as the icon can be 
viewed in different ways so can the situation we find ourselves in. When viewed in a positive light we can 
find how the situation can be used to our benefit; e.g if we have boggy land, instead of thinking how do we 
change it, we can find plants that enjoy that habitat.

· Observe natural processes
-Learn from, make use of and assist them
-Observe your specific environment e.g. what grows best in the soil

· Observe things on a small scale first
-a chance to learn from your mistakes e.g. grow a few veg before setting up a box scheme

· Use simple and natural solutions and try to see the problem as a solution
eg. ducks eat slugs, tires make pots
-make the smallest intervention necessary

· Learn to see past the surface when solutions are not as sustainable as they first appear
e.g. transporting a renewable resource a log distance

  2. Catch and Store Energy
   'Make hay while the sun shines'

 Proverb; a reminder that there is limited time to catch and store energy before seasonal abundance 
dissipates.

We need to be building long term assets of water, living soil, trees and seed, for future generations. 
Sustainable systems cycle and store energy within the system.

Related principle: Harvesting is Maintenance; harvesting from our system, e.g. fuel, biomass, fruit, money, 
etc. is catching and storing energy and also maintains a system where elements & functions are integrated.

· Set up systems that invest in long term storage
e.g. preserves, perennials

· Find ways to keep energy in the system
e.g. distribute surplus harvest locally, think of ways to use waste heat.

3. Obtain a Yield
   'You can't work on an empty stomach'

Icon: Edible yields are a measure of success. There are many other creatures also attempting to 
obtain a yield. Proverb: meeting short-term needs is essential.  
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We need to gauge & measure the inputs & outputs of our systems (realistically -not with farm subsidies).  
Like a child more input is needed at the beginning, then inputs should decrease over time, and outputs should 
increase. 

Related principles: Minimum Effort Maximum Effect; getting the most out for the least in. The Yield is 
Only Limited by the Imagination; there are an infinite number of yields that we can get from any system, 
some of which are not measurable.   

· While storing up energy it is also important to obtain an immediate yield; be aware of the rewards a 
system will produce, rewards encourage success.

· To obtain a yield it is important to observe and be flexible, be aware that yields are not always 
material e.g. fun, education

· Be aware of the inputs and outputs of your system it will only be sustainable if it meets the needs of 
the people, and does so in proportion to the input

4. Apply Self Regulation and Accept Feedback
   'The sins of the fathers are visited on the children unto the seventh generation'

Icon: Gaia - the largest self regulating system. Proverb: not only do we reap what we sow
but it effects future generations as well.

Society has a dependence on large-scale remote systems, this is not without consequences. We need the right 
scale so we can get recognisable feedback and see the consequences of our actions. By changing ourselves 
we can change the world. Accepting personal responsibility and becoming responsible producers and 
consumers, will empower us and lead to a more harmonious and balanced world, capable of sustaining life 
for longer.

· Take personal responsibility, be self resilient within your bioregion; know where your harvest comes 
from

· Set limits to your consumption and be careful with your resources

· Experiment with care, learn from your mistakes

5. Use and Value Renewable Resources and Services
   'Let nature take its course'

Icon: Horse can provide transport, fertilizer, labour without consuming fossil fuels

Related principles: Work With Nature; sustainable systems will emerge when working with nature. 
Everything Gardens; all creatures are contributing to the landscape; e.g. a chicken tractor will make use of 
the nature of chickens to provide us with the services of scratching up the ground and pest management. 
Ecosystems develop without our help -succession.

· Look to biological solutions first e.g. ducks eat slugs, sun dry clothes

· Think about whether a resource is renewable or not
-use a tractor to build a dam, to set up a sustainable system, but don’t use it day to within the system

6. Produce No Waste
   'A stitch in time saves nine'
   'Waste not, want not'

Icon: Earthworm, the ultimate efficient recycler with its cast being used as fertiliser benefiting
microbes and aerating the soil. Proverb: Timely maintenance can significantly reduce waste. Reducing and 
recycling waste will reduce the external inputs we need for our systems.
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As well as reduce, reuse and recycle we have repair, refuse, re-educate, re- gift.
Related principle: Energy Cycling; when energy and resources are reused within a system there is less waste 
e.g. using grey water for irrigation.

· All activity produces waste but that waste can become an input

· Even when we become good at cycling waste we should aim to use less in total
-Think of the 3 Rs 

7. Design from Patterns to Details
   'Can't see the wood for the trees'

Icon: Every web is unique, but the pattern is universal. Proverb: we can’t see the bigger picture if 
we are focussing upon the details.

Work with templates/patterns and then sort out the details. Design is needed at every level; design of the 
details for a specific situation is essential to success as is an overall coherent pattern. Though sometimes 
nature can fill in the details without our concious design.
Related principles: Zones, Sectors & Elevation Planning; shows overall pattern of energy flows and how 
we design accordingly. Each site is different but the basic mapping is consistent; e.g. solar panel will go in 
sun sector.

· Positioning of elements in a system can be the difference between sustainability and failure; read 
general patterns then design in the detail

· Patterns can be climate, soil, human habits, strategies used elsewhere

· Be aware of the bigger picture before filling in the detail -always step back

· Use your own observations of the specific site/situation

8. Integrate Rather than Segregate
   'Many hands make light work'

Icon: Integrated system composed of interlocking parts/people linking arms. 

Synergy: the whole is greater than the sum of its parts 1 + 1 = 3. Connecting systems reduces inputs from the 
outside, and uses outputs within the systems reducing waste and creating a stable system. This applies to 
community and the people care aspect of design as to land based work.
Related principles: Beneficial Relationships; the connections between elements in a system are as important 
as the elements themselves. Relative Location; placing elements in relation to each other allows for 
connections to be made.

· In your designs connections between things are as important as the things themselves, this is what 
stabilises the system. Unmet needs/inputs = work, unused outputs = pollution

· Give elements multiple functions e.g. a shade is a mulch, is a fruit, is a bee forage

· Functions supplied by several elements e.g. water from rain collection, spring, pond, waste water
-A power cut should not prevent you making a cup of tea

· Also applies to community, cooperation is important for self reliance

 9. Use small and Slow Solutions
   'The bigger they are the harder they fall'
   'Slow and steady wins the race'

Icon: Snail carrying spiral home on back, the spiral is capable of incremental growth. 
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We need long-term thinking in permaculture design, putting the effort and time in the planning stages will 
get you further in the long run. Systems can be allowed to grow naturally in increments, this is usually more 
sustainable, as well as less daunting.

Related principles: Use of Human/ Appropriate Scale work out from well-managed areas; as capacity allows, 
success in small areas encourages us to continue. Minimum Effort, Maximum Effect, e.g. perennial crops 
may take more time to yield but in the long term they will provide more for less effort.

· Small solutions are simpler, tend to be more sustainable and ethical, can be local and therefore more 
resilient

· Slow solutions tend to be less energy-intensive

· The smaller the system the less energy to maintain and the more it allows self reliance

· Start with ourselves and household and build up

 10. Use and Value Diversity
   'Don't put all your eggs in one basket'

Icon: Hummingbird sipping nectar from a flower, illustrates nature’s biodiversity, allowing 
many species to fill different niches within the same habitat. Proverb: emphasises the dangers of not having 
diversity e.g. if a pest or disease hits a monoculture, then we could lose everything.

Diversity in a system makes it more stable and resilient. By encouraging a broad diversity ourselves we can 
create more abundance without needing more land. 

Related principle: Multiple Elements for Important Functions; by having at least 3 elements for each 
important function, we are safeguarding ourselves from losing everything; e.g. if we have 3 sources of 
income then we are protecting ourselves.

· Consider diversity when assessing the resilience of your systems.

· Diversity can go from patterns to details; varied cultivation systems to 'guilds' of plants

· Diversity in community as well as food systems

11. Use Edges and Value the Marginal
   'Don't think you are on the right track just because it is a well beaten path'

Icon: Shows a world defined by edges, day and night (sunset or sunrise) land and sky, natural and 
built, soil and water. Proverb: Illustrates how the most obvious solution is not always the most important or 
correct.

The interface between 2 ecosystems i.e. the edge, is usually the most active and productive space.
In permaculture designs we usually try to maximise edge to increase productivity. There are also times when 
we want to reduce edge -e.g. reduce the edge from which weeds can invade, reducing the chances for n 
infection to spread.

· Edges are productive and diverse, due to the meeting of one habitat (in a broad sense) with another:
-Increased diversity eg. forest edge
-Increased physical exchange e.g. lungs, soil, water and air pockets, mandala bed
-Increase knowledge exchange or more holistic view; cross overs in scientific disciplines
-Reaping the benefits of more than one environment e.g. seedlings on a windowsill

12. Creatively Use and Respond to Change
   'Vision is not seeing things as they are but as they will be'
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Icon: Butterfly, change is inevitable for us just as for the butterfly. Proverb: relates to the first principle 
about how we view things is important.

Change is often beyond our control, influence and even comprehension, we need to
be flexible and adapt to change. To change the world we need to change ourselves, many people come to 
permaculture to change environments e.g. their garden but soon realise that they also need to change 
themselves, this leads to a more holistic approach. 

In top down thinking there is a tendency to change too much too quickly. The Japanese farmer Fukuoka has a 
do nothing philosophy. Before changing anything, observe first and think hard this
links the principles back to the first one - observe and interact. 

Related principle: Succession: the ecological process of change of an ecosystem, we can accelerate 
succession in our designs to produce a climax ecosystem more quickly, e.g. the use of pioneering plants to 
break up the ground and increase fertility.

· Accept that change is inevitable part of human and ecological systems

· e.g. 
-harness the succession process
-use the depletion of resources to move to a new way of life

Partially adapted from a 'Designed visions' handout: http://www.designedvisions.com/
Other references: The Holistic Life by Ian Lillington
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